PRESS RELEASE

State Secretary Sleurs invited to a work meeting on the
importance of professional translations
Brussels, 27 November 2014 – The BKVT/CBTI deplores the fact that the translating
profession continues to be looked down upon by people who help shape public
perception such as government ministers and state secretaries. Which is why the
BKVT/CBTI is inviting Mrs Sleurs to attend a work meeting on the importance of calling on
the services of professional translators.
Sadly, the huge number and the total amount of outstanding payments owed to court
translators and court interpreters (see the BKVT/CBTI press release dated 14/11/2014 [FR]
[NL]) is not the only bone of contention.
Adding insult to injury, the French ‘translation’ of Mrs Sleurs' policy memo yet again makes
it painfully clear that politicians are clueless as to what translating entails.
Not just the French-speaking press is rightly incensed about the very poor level of French
displayed by members of Mrs Sleurs' cabinet, the Dutch-speaking press too is equally
scathing of Elke Sleurs, State Secretary in charge of the Fight against Poverty, Equal
Opportunities, the Fight against Tax Fraud, People with Impairments and Science Policy.
With good cause as just about every single page of her policy memo is seen to contain
umpteen utterly disgraceful grammatical and spelling mistakes.
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Although the BKVT/CBTI welcomes Mrs Sleurs' apparent willingness to avoid new payment
problems between the Belgian authorities and its translators, the advocacy organisation
sees plenty of reason for her cabinet to call on the services of professionals linguists.
The art of translation is so much more than merely 'copying' a text word for word into a
different language. It is a trade and an art form that cannot be left up to software or be
relegated into the hands of glorified amateurs.
Translators need to fully grasp the texts they are given to translate, so they are able to
properly render every nuance and every subtlety to perfection in the 'other' language, i.e.
the so-called target language, which is the translator's mother tongue. Mrs Sleurs really
should have had the good sense to commission the services of a professional French
translator to have her message properly translated in a way that is understandable to a
French-speaking readership, which is absolutely crucial for a document of such importance.
The BKVT/CBTI deplores the fact that the translating profession continues to be looked
down upon by politicians who help shape public perception. Which is why the BKVT/CBTI is
inviting Mrs Sleurs to attend a work meeting on the importance of calling on the services
professional translators. How can professional translators hope to convince their own
clients of the added intellectual value of their efforts if even their own political
representatives fail to call on their expertise?
--- END ---

About the BKVT/CBTI
Established in 1955, the Belgian Chamber of Translators and Interpreters (Belgische Kamer
van Vertalers en Tolken BKVT - Chambre belge des traducteurs et interprètes CBTI) is a
royal not-for-profit association. It is the sole trade association that brings together and
officially represents translators and interpreters from up and down the country on the High
Council for Self-employed Workers and Small and Medium-sized Businesses. The Chamber's
aim is to unite natural persons working in professions that are directly associated with
translation or interpreting, to uphold their joint professional interests, to help raise
standards and perfect the level of professional skills and expertise of its members by way of
permanent training, and to raise the prestige of the professions that come under its bylaws.
For full details: www.cbti-bkvt.org
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Contact
Chambre belge des traducteurs et interprètes (CBTI) Belgische Kamer van Vertalers en Tolken (BKVT)
Rue Montoyerstraat 24 - b12
B-1000 Brussels
Tel: 02-513 09 15
secretariat@cbti-bkvt.org
www.cbti-bkvt.org
----Ludovic PIERARD (President): 0487/52 72 87 or president@cbti-bkvt.org
Inez FALLEYN (Communications): 050/68 40 30 or communications@cbti-bkvt.org
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